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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key findings

INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT

Growth accelerates in 2023, making expectations for the forecast period more optimistic
Jewellery leads sales, but watches, bags and luggage grew the fastest
Asia Pacific drives growth, while North America and Europe struggle to recover

CHANNEL SHIFTS

E-commerce growth decelerates but penetration remains above pre-pandemic levels
E-commerce has gained ground across regions and categories since the pandemic…
…but retail offline continues to dominate sales of personal accessories

RETAIL OFFLINE

Leisure and personal goods specialists concentrate majority of retail offline sales globally…
…but appliances and electronics specialists, warehouse clubs and discounters grew faster
Specialists continued to recover, almost reaching pre-pandemic levels
Uneven performance among jewellery and watch specialists
Asian players continued to consolidate their position as channel leaders
Sales through bags and luggage specialists almost returned to pre-pandemic levels
Appliances and electronics specialists continued to grow but faces increased competition
Sales through department stores grew, but share remained below pre-pandemic levels
Macys Inc continued to lead department stores sales globally, but not without challenges
Economic constraints have not helped private label to take off

RETAIL E-COMMERCE

E-commerce captures a fifth of personal accessories global sales post-pandemic
North America holds the highest share of e-commerce, with Eastern Europe growing fastest
Growth slowdown suggests e-commerce’s penetration has reached its peak in some markets
Tech giants lead e-commerce sales globally, but industry specific players have gained ground

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Expectations are positive, but moderate, for personal accessories sales over the forecast
Retail shifts set to continue and to go beyond the e-commerce vs offline battle
Key takeaways

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.
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For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/where-consumers-shop-for-personal-
accessories/report.


